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In this equation X n is the fractional area occupied by the 
nth flow unit on the shear surface, a n= ('J..:X2A3)n/ 2kT and 
,sn = 1/[ (X/X1)2k']n, where k is Boltzmann's cons tan t, T 
the temperature, and the summation is the extension to all 
the flow units present. Here A2A3 is the cross-sectional area 
of a certain flow unit, A the distance a unit moves between 
equilibrium positions, Al the distance between planes of 
flow units of a certain kind, and k' the rate constant for 
passage of the unit over a potential energy barrier. 

The e)..'perimental data of greases are explained in terms 
of Newtonian and non- ewtonian flow units, e.g., 

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the Newtonian and non
Newtonian units, respectively. If it is assumed that 
XI,s1/ al«X2.B2/ a2 (the inequality is due to the fact that 
(31/ al«<(32/ a2 while X 1»X2) then (6) becomes 

(28) 

Pressure increases and decreases effect an equilibrium 
transition between Newtonian and non- Jewtonian flow. 
Thus when X 1»X2, 

X~exp(-t:..F/RT) 

and from (1) 

X2=exp( -t:..Fo/ RT) exp( -Pt:..V / RT) 

=Ko exp( -Pt:.. V / RT) , 
(29) 

where Ko is the equilibrium constant when P=O. Also 

(32= (A2k'/ Al) 2-1 = (X / XI 2kT/ h)2-1 expt:..Ft/ RT) 

=(32,0 exp(Pt:.. Vt/ RT, 
where 

(30) 

Substituting Eqs. (29) and (30) into (28) yields 

(= [Ko/ a2 exp( - Pt:.. V / RT)] sinh-l 

X [(32,0 exp(-Pt:..Vt/ RT)G (31) 

which is the equation of flow under pressure. 
By applying (31) to the s-Jflow curves discussed earlier, 

the factors X 2/ a2 and (32 are obtained. t:.. V is obtained from 
the slope of the line in the plot of In(X2/ a2) against P. 
Similarly t:.. vt is determined from the plot of In(3 against 
P. (32,0 is evaluated by extrapolating the (32 values obtained 
at various pressures to P=O. Finally, in (30), t:..Ft is 
readily calculated for A""'AI. 

APPLICATION TO LUBRICANT 

Figure 18 shows the theoretical and experimental flow 
curve for Calresearch 60R-588 grease (obtained from the 
California Research Corporation) under a pressure of 
339 atm. The shear rate s is determined by Eq. (25) and 
the stress J by the relation J=rt:..P/ 2L. The reproduci
bility of the experimental result is within a range of two 
percent. The theoretical flow curve was calculated from Eq. 
(27). The factors X1(31/ al, X 2/ a2, and (32 were determined 
using Eyring's well-known method.35 
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